
 

Microsoft Activation Script 1.0 ((NEW))

If you run Windows on a machine that has been cloned with other operating systems, please use the Windows
Activation download tool instead. This tool will be pre-installed on Windows 10 build 1809, but not earlier

Windows 10 builds. For Linux or Apple systems only Windows Update may activate Windows. For Windows 7
and older Windows systems the only option to activate Windows is the Windows Activation download tool. On
Windows 8/8.1 and earlier, the Windows Activation tool is not installed by default. On Windows 10 build 1809

you have to enable Windows OS upgrade in the setup and then use the Windows Activation download tool. This
tool will download and install the latest Windows Activation files including Microsoft Windows Activation Server

1.0. You will receive an activation lock of type 3 from Windows on reboot. Type 3 locks are useful to prevent the
activation of a cloned machine to a Windows 10 build other than the one that was cloned. However, depending

on the used cloning method, a cloned Windows 10 build may run any previous build of Windows and in that
case you will not be able to unlock the Windows Activation lock using Windows Activation tool. For that reason
it is advisable to only use the Windows Activation tool on a cloned Windows 10 build 1809 or later. If you use

this tool to unlock an already installed (not cloned) Windows build, you will not receive an activation lock.
Instead you receive a new activation key which can only be used on Windows 10 builds 1809 or later. A Type 3
lock will be received if you connect with the windows user (password) that is used for the Windows activation of
the computer that you will use to unlock your activated Windows 10 build. You can unlock any build of Windows

10.
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Microsoft Activation Script 1.0

Windows Activation XP.mak: This
MAK file is designed for Windows
XP. It will help users to activate
Windows 10/Server, Windows

8/Server, Windows Server 2003,
Windows Vista and Windows XP

when MAK is used with KMS.
Windows Activation for

Enterprise.mak: This MAK file is
designed for Windows 10. It will
help users to activate Windows
10 when MAK is used with KMS.
Activation of the Authenticated

Encryption with Adaptive Security
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3.0 Feature is automatically
enabled based on OASIS

conformity. The feature is
enabled by default. It is possible

to disable this feature in the
Portal. This feature is disabled by
default. After authenticating and

loading a document on a first
page, the user should be directed
to a second page with options to

scan, back up, or delete the
document. The business rules for
scanning, back up, and deleting a
document are very specific and
must be followed to effectively

handle SharePoint’s native
functionality. This is part of the
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script activation flow that
Microsoft is working on providing.
This example shows how to clear

the SharePoint list items that
contain the link to the Office

Client Library from the Storage
document library. This example
was done on a 15.0.4569.1000
SharePoint tenant. To clear out
any other document libraries in

the tenant, you will need to write
scripts to remove the list items. It

is not sufficient to clear the
SharePoint list manually. You can
also tell the browser to never visit

HTTP links on your site by
enabling HSTS. To enable HTTP
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Strict Transport Security (HSTS)
under IIS you need to install an

extra module to comply with RFC
standards. You cannot simply add
the header as this must only send
on HTTPS, but not HTTP. In older

versions of IIS (IIS 7.0 to 10.0
R1703) this requirement can only
archived the simple way with an

installation of HTTP Strict
Transport Security IIS Module.

Other solutions like two
independed websites or HTTP

Redirect Module + Custom
Headers are challenging

configurations. In the meantime
Microsoft added native HTTP
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Strict Transport Security (HSTS)
Support to IIS 10.0 Version 1709

and later that simplifies the
process a lot. It is typically
recommended to set HSTS
header to max-age value

15768000 (6 months) on SSL only
websites. This should result in an
increased A+ rating at SSLLabs
what is the very best you can
achieve, but since a change in

October 2014 this seems to
require Windows 2016 or later

with TLS_FALLBACK_SCSV
support. 5ec8ef588b
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